Bachelor Thesis Assignment

Student: Mikko Antero Särkkä
Study Programme: B2647 Information and Communication Technology
Study Branch: 2612R025 Computer Science and Technology
Title: Absolvování individuální odborné praxe
Individual Professional Practice in the Company

Description:
1. The student shall undergo individual practice with the limited liability company Tieto Czech s.r.o.
2. The final report structure shall be the following:
   a) Specification of the professional orientation of the firm where the student underwent his/her professional practice, specification of his/her occupational category.
   b) The list of tasks the student was assigned in the course of his/her professional practice including their time spans.
   c) Methods chosen when dealing with the given tasks.
   d) Theoretical and practical knowledge and skills acquired in the course of his/her professional practice.
   e) Knowledge and skills the student were missing in the course of his/her professional practice.
   f) Results achieved in the course of his/her professional practice and the general assessment of them.

References:
In accordance with the tutor guiding the student’s professional practice.

Extent and terms of a thesis are specified in directions for its elaboration that are opened to the public on the web sites of the faculty.
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